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MECHWEST ENHANCES ACCURACY OF 
DAILY DOCUMENT WORKFLOWS WITH REVU

CHALLENGE
In 2018, fast-growing Australian mechanical and structural 2D and 
3D drafting firm Mechwest faced a major problem: the Perth-
based company was in the midst of an international expansion, 
with offices opening in the Philippines and across its home 
country in Brisbane, but its primary way of working for its mining, 
oil and gas clients was still largely paper-based. Paper documents, 
often at times numbering in the tens of thousands per day, would 
circulate throughout its office as employees would annotate 
shop detailing changes in pen and highlighter to be made before 
the documents were digitalised and sent to clients. Now, with 
a dispersed workforce passing off annotated documents, this 
paper-based workflow was no longer sufficient.

SOLUTION
Mechwest turned to Bluebeam® Revu® as its solution to digitalise 
its entire document review and annotation operation. Revu has 
allowed the firm to streamline the review-and-annotate process 
across thousands of daily documents while improving efficiency 
— all while ridding the company’s workspaces of large cluttered 
desks and large stacks of paper.

BENEFITS
• As many as 20,000 daily documents are now 95% digital 

across 150+ team members, resulting in sizeable time and cost 
savings

• Digitalising its massive volume of documents has improved 
their legibility, helping avoid costly errors

• Seamless digital workflows between dispersed team members 
have allowed Mechwest to grow over 1,000% in four years

“When we tested some different 
solutions, Bluebeam seemed to be the 
one that made the most sense, because 
it was designed specifically for the 
engineering industry and it had a lot of 
the tools for annotating, which suited 
our business.”

Matt Mason
Operations Manager
Mechwest
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The company’s six employees in 2013 grew to 15 by 2016, 
when Zane Isaacs, Mechwest’s production manager, joined 
the firm. The past four years to date have been marked 
by turbocharged growth. An ownership change, as well as 
strong organic growth, has allowed Mechwest to expand to 
its current headcount of more than 150 employees.

Mechwest’s growth was also fuelled in large part by 
pivoting to an Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) method of 
working, which involves working extremely collaboratively 
by improving efficiency and involvement of all participants 
through all phases of design, fabrication and construction.

Still, it wasn’t until around 2017/2018 that the company’s 
growth, paired with its reliance on paper-based workflows, 
reached its breaking point.

“Even the shelves were starting to give way,” Isaacs said, 
“because of the weight of the paper behind it. So, as we 
started to grow, we realised that we needed a better 
checking mechanism because there were just tonnes of 
paper that were hard to keep track of efficiently.”

Before joining Mechwest, Isaacs ran his own structural steel 
detailing company, where he had been using Revu for about 
two years. Isaacs shared with Mason his experience working 
with Revu, which Mason was also familiar with. The two 
decided to give it a try.

“When we tested some different solutions, Bluebeam 
seemed to be the one that made the most sense,” 
Mason said, “because it was designed specifically for 
the engineering industry and it had a lot of the tools for 
annotating, which suited our business.”

Implementing Revu

To test the software, Mechwest first tried to replicate 
its hard-copy process with a digital tool like Revu before 

A voluminous document load

Mechwest Design and Drafting is a mechanical and 
structural 2D and 3D drafting and shop detailing firm 
whose clients are primarily in the mining, oil and gas, 
industrial and commercial industries. Headquartered 
in Subiaco, a suburb of Perth on the western coast of 
Australia, the company has grown tremendously since its 
founding in 2001.

When Matt Mason, Mechwest’s operations manager, 
first started at the company around 2013, he was one 
of just six employees. Today, thanks to its exceptional 
track record of growth that has propelled the firm to 
open an additional Australian office on its eastern coast 
in Brisbane as well as an international outpost in the 
Philippines’ capital city of Manila, Mechwest’s headcount 
has ballooned to more than 150 employees.

Mechwest is somewhat unique in the shop detailing 
industry because it is one of the rare firms that offers a 
consultative approach, via Integrated Project Delivery 
(IPD) to its clients.

“Shop detailing refers to fabrication workshop detailing,” 
Mason said. “You might have some engineers and 
designers who will design and say… ‘The structure needs 
to be this big and I’ll engineer the size of the beams and 
columns.’ What we do is we, as the shop detailer, model 
everything in 3D exactly as it will exist on site — every 
single bolt, every hole, every tiny little bracket and item. 
And then, essentially, we create accurate fabrication data 
and reports to show fabricators how to fabricate every 
single item and then erect all of that on site.”

As a result, it’s not uncommon that Mechwest’s 
employees are working through as many as 20,000 
documents per day. What’s more, time spent within a 
single document is breathtakingly fast compared to a 
typical document review-and-markup process. Mason 
said a colleague might be in one document for as short as 
a few seconds before moving along.

“It’s quite a high volume,” Mason said. “And that’s where 
we’ve struggled to find systems that could cater to that 
volume of drawings.”

Scaling up growth

Mechwest’s ability to manage such a massive volume of 
drawings became increasingly challenging as the firm 
continued to grow. 

“Our drawings have to be millimetre perfect,” 
Isaacs said. “And I guess that’s where 
Bluebeam comes in because we have to 
open and close a drawing so quickly that we 
need to translate that information in a very 
quick but simple way.”

Zane Isaacs
Production Manager
Mechwest
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Mason said Mechwest’s workflows mostly require using the 
annotation tools and Tool Sets in Revu. “We’ve got welds 
and particular nodes that you can just drag and drop it 
into the drawing,” Mason said. “We synchronise those to 
everyone.”

Mechwest has also been using the compare tool to 
guarantee the accuracy between different versions of 
documents. Mason said the company continues to explore 
how it can use other tools in Revu.

Amado Fulleros, a senior structural checker and one of the 
more experienced employees at Mechwest, said it took him 
about two weeks to become operationally proficient using 
Revu. “It was a little hard at first, but gradually it became 
easier to work with,” he said.

Stefan Giacomazzi, a document controller and junior 
draftsperson at the firm, who is in his first job in the 
industry and was never privy to Mechwest’s paper-based 
process, said stepping in and learning Revu was a non-issue. 
“It was just the way that I knew we did things here,” he said.

Turbocharged legibility, accuracy

One of the most critical benefits to come from 
Mechwest’s adoption of Revu was the standardised 
legibility that naturally comes with digital transformation.

Accuracy is paramount in the shop detailing business. Not 
just accuracy in the standard sense — but accuracy of the 
most incredibly detailed variety.

“Our drawings have to be millimetre perfect,” Isaacs said. 
“And I guess that’s where Bluebeam comes in because we 
have to open and close a drawing so quickly that we need 
to translate that information in a very quick but simple 
way.”

With its prior paper-based process, manual handwriting, 
highlighting and other annotations had to be millimetre 
perfect as well — so much that Fulleros, along with the 
other checkers, would often use a magnifying glass to 
make sure that the small details in documents were 
precise. “In Bluebeam, you can zoom in and see it 
perfectly,” Fulleros said.

Such millimetre-perfect precision isn’t optional at 
Mechwest. It’s the only way.

seeing how the software worked with adding files and 
synchronising in different offices.

“Essentially, we aimed to find out: could we copy and 
replicate our system into the digital space?” Mason said.

The answer: yes.

“We’d do one model and go in and refine it,” Mason said. 
“It’s quite user-friendly. We found with the interface, it was 
intuitive. It didn’t actually take our staff really that long 
to move over to the new system. A lot of our checkers 
are generally very experienced people that might not 
necessarily be highly technology-focused. Some of them 
weren’t too sure how it was going to go and they were a 
bit dubious of it. But, once they got using it, they had no 
problems with it.”

Once testing was complete, rolling out Revu company-wide 
was similarly quick.

Mechwest started by rolling Revu out to roughly 30 
employees. Using some simple documentation and hands-
on training with employees, Mechwest was able to get 
employees integrated into the new digital workflows with 
Revu quickly.

“Once we showed them how to use the tools, I guess 
Bluebeam is that intuitive,” Mason said. “Essentially, you’re 
just picking a tool like picking up a pen or a highlighter and 
writing or drawing something and then implementing it 
and moving on. We found it was very, very easy to adopt.”

Mechwest Document Controller and Junior Draftsperson Stefan 
Giacomazzi works on documents using Bluebeam Revu.
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shelves, which quickly became overwhelmed. “We were 
able to actually use the space we had in a better way,” Isaacs 
said.

The decluttered offices aren’t just helping Mechwest’s 
employees have more space on their desks. The newfound 
cleanliness throughout its offices is helping employees’ 
productivity.

“The feel of the office feels like it’s more open. It feels more 
organised,” Isaacs said. “I think your presence of mind when 
you come into a space that feels that way is that you’re more 
focused as opposed to feeling like you’re drowning in all of 
this paperwork.”

“We’ve only got one shot of getting these drawings right,” 
Isaacs said. “If we get them wrong, then the impact that it 
has on the construction side of things and the fabrication 
side of things is huge. Our cost is maybe 1% of the whole 
construction cost of that, so we are talking hundreds of 
thousands of dollars and man-hours as well if something 
goes wrong.”

Before Revu, catching errors after documents had been 
issued to a jobsite could be especially time-consuming in 
the form of having to physically transport paper copies to 
jobsites, some of which are thousands of miles away from 
Mechwest’s offices.

“We would have to go to the jobsite, but even just 
compiling what paper copies we would have to send to 
the fabricator would take time,” Isaacs said. “It might take 
a whole day to get those paper copies to the fabricator, 
and the fabricator then has to sort through the package, 
push the relevant documents required into the workshop 
that needs to get fabricated, put them into the back of 
a truck and then have it transported up there. It was 
definitely a cost to be able to operate like that before.”

“There were a lot of times where we’d have to clarify what 
the checker actually meant or you might misinterpret 
what was annotated on a document and then do 
something different as a result,” Mason added. “With 
Revu, I definitely see how the documents are more 
consistent and legible.”

Furthermore, if there’s a need to audit the history of a 
document to find who annotated what, the Annotations 
List in Revu becomes invaluable. “If there was some 
different detail or some different checkers working on 
a document, you can see who individually added each 
comment on there if there were errors,” Mason said. “It’s 
easier to trace back as well.”

Cleaning up the office, focusing the 
mind
Finally, the sightliest change to come for Mechwest thanks 
to Revu has been the physical appearance of its offices.

Out are large drafting desks with piles of paper; in are 
smaller, cleaner desks with multiple computer monitors.

By the end of the first month of using Revu, most of the 
paper in the office was relegated to the firm’s storage 
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Bluebeam develops innovative technology solutions that set the standard in project efficiency and collaboration for 
architecture, engineering and construction professionals worldwide. Our award-winning PDF-based software, Bluebeam 
Revu, continues to serve as an industry-leading annotation and collaboration solution that connects all projects and 
teams, increasing productivity while saving both time and money. Founded in Pasadena, California, Bluebeam has grown 
to include additional offices in the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Denmark and Sweden.

Bluebeam is part of the Nemetschek Group.

Visit bluebeam.com/trials to download your trial of Revu.
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